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1. INTRODUCTION 
AN ORIENTED link L is said to be positive if L has a diagram with no negative crossing. Many 
interesting features have been detected in various invariants of such positive links. For 
instance, signatures of them must be negative Cl, 9, 10,l l] and the Conway polynomials of 
them are always positive [2]. In addition to these results, we will establish a curious 
correspondence in the skein and Kauffman polynomials of positive links. To state this new 
result, we will prepare several notations. 
positive 
Fig. 1. 
negative 
In this article, we shall assume a diagram D c R2 of an oriented link L c R3 lies in 
general position relative to a height function $ of R2. Then, b(D) will be defined as the 
number of local maximums in D. We also denote the numbers of positive crossings, negative 
crossings and Seifert circles in D by c+ (D), c_ (D) and s(D) respectively. Furthermore, we 
define c(D) = c+(D) + c_(D), w(D) = c+(D) - c_(D) and 
4(D) = - w(D) + s(D) - 1. 
The Kauffman polynomial [S] FL(a, z) of L is defined by a-“@) /\D (a, z), where AD (a, z) is 
a regular isotopy invariant of diagrams of L with properties; 
Ao(Q, z) = 1, 
A H (a, Z) = a A > (a, Z), A,u(U,Z)=U-l A)(U,Z), 
A x(U,Z)- Ax(U,Z)=Z( AY,(U,Z)- A)((U,Z)). 
We shall also define the skein polynomial [4] of links by PO(u, z) = 1 and 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose D is a positive diagram of a positive link L and write 
aPX(a, z) - a-‘w$(u, z) = zP=*“(u, z). 
PL(Uy Z) = 1 Pi(Z; L)U’y FJ_(Uj Z) = C Fi(Z; L)U’y 
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where Pi(Z; L) and Fi(Z; L) are polynomials in Z*‘. Then, for i 2 4(D), we have 
Pi(Z; L) = Fi(Z; L). 
Under the same assumption as in Main Theorem, it is known that 
max-deg, PL(a, z) = qS(D) 
[2] and the leading term in P++(,,(z; L) is ~-4~~) [S]. Thus, C/I(D) is an invariant of positive 
diagrams of L, and Main Theorem tells us that 
max-deg, PL(a, z) = max-deg, F,(a, z) = 4(D). 
2. STATE MODEL FOR A&, z) 
Let D be an unoriented link diagram in R’. We will first introduce a state model for 
A&, z) due to V. G. Turaev [12]. When we regard D as a 4-regular graph, the sets of 
vertices and edges of D are denoted by VD and ED respectively. Then, on each edge of ED, we 
can give 2 possible orientations. So we denote the set of oriented edges of D by ED. For an 
oriented edge a, we denote by a’ the same edge with the opposite orientation. Now, choose 
a positive integer N. For 1 I i I N, we use the notation i’ = N + 1 - i and 
if 1 _< i < (N + 1)/2, 
if i = (N + 1)/2, 
if (N + 1)/2 < i I IV. 
C x d U a b 
Fig. 2. 
Amapf:i?,+(l,2,...,N) is called a state of D if f (a’) = f (a)’ for all a E E,. For 
a vertex u in VD, let a, b, c and d be edges incident to u, oriented as in Fig. 2. Then we define 
9 if f(a) =f(b) =f(c) =f(d), 
1 iff(a) =f(d) #f(b) =f(c) #f(a)', 
9 -1 if f(a) =f(d) #f(b) =f(c) =f(a)', 
K(f) = 4-4-l if f(a) =f(c) <f(b) =f(d) #f(a)', 
_ (q _ q- l)qtf’““-t”‘d’l if f(a) =f(b)' <f(d) =f(c)', 
(q _ q-')(1 _ qtf(a)l-t/Wl 
) if f(a) =f(c) <f(b) =f(d) =f(a)', 
0 otherwise. 
Furthermore, we put 
n,(f)= fl n,(f) 
UPV, 
and denote the set of states with n,(f) # 0 by SD. We now flatten D in a small neighbor- 
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completed by induction on c(D). Suppose c(D) > 0 and choose a component of D with 
a point p on it. Then, the ascending operation [4] with the base point p makes D into D’ 
which is equivalent to a disjoint union of a trivial knot diagram and a positive link 
diagram with crossings fewer than D. Using the hypothesis of induction, we note 
P+(D,,+i(Z; D’) = F+(D’)+i(z; D’) for i 2 0. Let ~1, ~2, . . . , c, be crossings in D which should 
be changed in the ascending operation and for 1 I k I n, we denote by Dk the diagram 
obtained from D by making cr, c2, . . . , ck negative. Furthermore, we denote by Dk and 
0: the diagrams derived from Dk-’ by making ck as follows. 
Dk 
Fig. 4. 
Note that w(Dk-‘) + 1 = w(Dk) - 1 = w(D,) and s(D“-‘) = s(Dk) = s(Dk) = s(D). 
Then, from the definition of the skein polynomial, we have 
P+(nk-l)+i(Z; Dk-‘) - P+(Dk)+i(z; Dk) = ZP#(Dk,+i(Z; Dk) 
for i 2 0. How about the Kauffman polynomial? From the definition, we can observe 
uw(Dk-‘)FD*- 1 (a, z) - uw(Dk)Fgk(a, z) = Z(uw(D”)F&(u, z) - AD: (a, z)). 
Therefore, if max-deg, ~,:(a, z) < s(D) - 1, we too have 
Fticok-l)+i(Z; Dk-‘) - F+(~k)+i(r; Dk) = ZFg(Dk)+i(Z; Dk) 
for i 2 0. Surprisingly, this is always true. 
LEMMA 2. For any k, we have max-deg, ~,:(a, z) < s(D) - 1. 
ProoJ We start by Dk. As is well known, we can transform Dk preserving the crossing ck 
into a closed braid B by a sequence of so called “bunching deformations” [13]. For details, 
see [13]. 
Fig. 5. 
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Here, we remark that a diagram of the following type is also treated as a closed braid 
because we consider in R’. 
Fig. 6. 
Then, we arrange B in RZ so that ck is above any other crossing in B relative to $ and 
b(B) = s(D). In this situation, each Seifert circle in B has exactly 1 local maximum and 
1 local minimum which divide each Seifert circle into upward and downward oriented arcs. 
Hence we can suppose all Seifert circles in B pass by no crossing in their downward oriented 
arcs. Then, we can re-obtain Dk up to isotopy of R2 by the inverse of bunching deformations 
preserving all conditions described above. 
Fig. I. 
Now, all Seifert circles in Dk also pass by no crossing in their downward oriented arcs 
and so, we can suppose p lies on an upward oriented arc. Furthermore, ck is above any other 
crossing in D’ relative to +. Therefore, Df can be deformed by regular isotopy as in Fig. 8 so 
that b(D,*) < s(D). 
Then, Dz is a connected sum of 2 diagrams Ok*, 1 and 0: 2, where Dt 2 is a trivial knot 
diagram. 
Since P,:,I (a, z) = 1, the MFW inequality [3, 61 implies - w(D&) + s(Dz2) - 1 2 0, 
that is, 
max-deg, ~~:,~(a, z) = w(Dk*, z) I ~(0; 2) - 1 
I b(Dk*,z) - 1. 
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Dk 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
By Lemma 1, we also have max-de&r\ D:,,(a,z)Ib(~k*,l)=b(D~l)-l. Since 
A&J, 4 = ~~:,,(a, 4 ~~:,,(a, 4 CR we have 
max-deg, ~,;(a, z) = max-deg, ~~:,,(a, z) + max-deg, A~.&, z) 
Ib(DZ,)- 1 +b(DC,)- 1 =b(Dk*)- 1 
< s(D) - 1. I 
We return to the proof of Main Theorem. Using the argument in [7, Section 51, we have 
P e(D) + itz; D, = p+(LJ’) +i(G D’) - i ( - Z)’ 1 Pw, ,,.., t,)+ikD~~,...,k~) 
j=l ll;k ,,...I k,<n 
and 
1 F+(D~ ,,.., ,,)+ik Dk,, . . . . kj )Y 
j=l 15k L,..., k,<n 
Where &,, . , , k, iS D with ‘&, . . . , ck, nullified. Then, the hypothesis of induction guaran- 
tees 
PvY4,....~,) + i(z; D kl,..., k,) = F.$(& ,,.., b,)+i(Z;&l ,..., kj) 
for any kl, . . . , kj. Thus, we have P~~,+I(z; D) = F+(D,+i(z; D). I 
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